A week-end at the foyer: between resting and going out

With the cheerful company of our new friend Tino, we are having coffee on the foyer’s lawn, chilling and resting after a week of hard work. The grass is dotted with flowers “ten o'clock”, opening and closing along with the sun. A good and calm Sunday afternoon.

From left to right: Srey Pov, Chamroan, Sovanara
Although, we are not the type to stay locked up in our foyer: each week, we have an activity and this month we had the chance to be invited directly by the Captain of the Kanika boat, for a two hours cruise on the Mekong.

All the young people went on board to see the city from the outside.

The young people set the mood as soon as the music started. Everyone was impressed by our dancer’s skills. We will come back next year, as the captain said!
Rainy season: the come back

A good news for those who enjoy having their shower outside. On this picture we had the chance to capture this very moment where Chear reveals a particularly technical gesture of Khmer kung-fu, an art that should be exercised using a pink broom. Do not try to reproduce this at home.

Bye Bye Elsa!

Yes, it had to happen eventually... After three months of service and joy at ACH, our friend Elsa flew back to France.

An emotional departure, during which we did not miss to feast around a good barbecue!
We even had the right to a small film prepared by Elsa, which showed the highlights of these few months.
L’Irrésistible

In Phnom Penh, sales follow our average and we do our best to ensure the best possible service to our customers. We lost a client this month (Paragon, near the Royal Palace, closed) but won another (Opening of a Tous Les Jours shop at the brand new Aeon 2, Sen Sok District).

As for Siem Reap, sales are good and our new recruit exceeds our expectations by identifying prime prospects: Angkor Market, which has seven supermarkets in the city, and Asia Market, which holds three sales points. The production is intense and we will soon have to leave the current jam factory, which has been perfect for many years but which is no longer adapted to our production needs.

Events continue, this month we were at Farm to Table restaurant.
The banquet of the Gauls

Twice a week, we end the day with a meditative quarter of an hour, carried by calm music.